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Schedule of Flying
Events and Meetings
Date

Day

Location

Time

Notes

Sat &
Sun

Marion, Kansas

All Day both Days

HAFFA Annual Fall Contest

Sun
Sun
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sat

Osawatomie, KS
Osawatomie, KS
Osawatomie, KS
Osawatomie, KS
TBD
Osawatomie, KS
Osawatomie, KS

8:30 – 3:00
8:30 – 3:00
8:30 – 3:00
8:30 – 3:00
TBD
8:30 – 3:00
8:30 – 3:00

Indoor Flying
Indoor Flying
Indoor Flying
Indoor Flying
HAFFA Annual Dinner
Indoor Flying
HAFFA Annual Indoor Contest

OUTDOOR EVENTS
Oct. 2 & 3, 2021
INDOOR EVENTS
Nov 1
Dec 6
Jan 2
Feb 6
Feb 21
Mar 6
Apr 3

HAFFA Indoor Flying Site Locations:

HAFFA Club Meetings:

Ozanam School Auditorium

Osawatomie City Auditorium

421 E. 137th St.
Kan s as Ci t y, M O

Main Street
Osawatomie, KS

Not known at this time

For flying information contact Jeff Renz (913-484-0377)

Editorial –

The Sunday immediately after Labor Day we had the annual HAFFA picnic at Suman’s
Carmel Farms in Perry, Kansas. It was well attended considering the Covid 19 restrictions. We did not have
the usual burgers and dogs along with the smorgasbord of stuff. You had to bring your own eats and drinks.
None the less, a number of members came, and we had the best flying weather ever, a very light breeze from
the south instead of our usual gale. Some pictures should follow the indoor and outdoor columns.
The Sunday of Labor Day weekend, a few HAFFA members gathered around 10:00 am at the usual flying field
at the Pioneer Middle School in Olathe to participate in the Postal Skybunny Contest sponsored by Wind-It-Up
(Peck). The weather was good, light breezes from the south, though they kept shifting from S to SE, then to
SW. Scott Baird came with his son from Liberty, Jeff Renz was flying, and Mike Basta was there as well, and I
came armed with a stopwatch, chair, and a pair of Bushnell binoculars, which proved necessary. Everyone got
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their times up to around a minute, and with some obvious thermal activity, Mike Basta put up a pole and
streamer in a strategic position just south of our launching area. After a couple of improved flights, Mike made
up a monster braided motor, and launched into what proved to be a serious thermal, and after about 10 – 15
seconds his Skybunny was sucked up and headed west. Using the binoculars, I lost sight of it at 2:06 behind
the trees across the road from the field, and we could not find the plane. Mike, being experienced, had put his
name and phone number on the plane, and some kids found it an hour or two later, and had their mother call
Mike, who rewarded them with a fully built and competitive Thermic B. Guess what! Mike won the national
competition and is receiving, or has received, a trophy for his effort, as well as having his picture with the
Skybunny published! We are planning on doing it again next year. It was a load of fun!

Indoor – Indoor flying commenced for the season on Sunday, Oct. 18, with four flyers showing up in
Osawatomie. Suman came with Paul Morganroth, and of course Jeff Renz was there to set everything up,
along with me (Dana Field). Flying was for fine tuning and practice this month, with competitive flying
commencing on Sunday, Nov. 1st. Hopefully we get a few more people cranked up to participate.

Outdoor – Following is Jeff Renz’s summary report on the Annual Marion Contest.
Marion Contest
The 19th Annual HAFFA Outdoor 2020 Contest / NFFS National Cup Meet is one for the books! Thank
goodness it even happened during this year of the Covid19 crisis, which threw our club a real curve ball. We
had to modify our approach to how we conducted this contest relative to Covid19.
No rain this year! However the winds were hitting 18 mph and higher around noon on Saturday, and most
flyers opted to wait it out. Sunday flying turned out great, with plenty of thermals and mild breezes!
I would like to congratulate Don Deloach of Colorado Springs for his 2020 Marion Cup win! Chuck Powell put
up a good fight for the Marion Cup, but due to plenty thermal activity, a fly off in P30, and no mercy in the coin
toss with Marty Kline for the P30 1st place forcing the issue, Chuck could not quite catch Don.
This year at the end of September, with Marion Contest fast approaching, the week before the contest we had
a Covid19 Exposure within our club. This resulted in a 14 day quarantine for several of our members (Mike
Basta, Jeff Renz, Dana Field, and John Clark), meaning our CDs could not participate, along with some of our
members. Had some contestants wound up sick, as a result of my presence, the thought of having to call up
everyone with the news they were exposed to Covid19 was prohibitive.
Prior to the Marion contest Mike Basta had encouraged me to read the inside cover of this month’s NFFS
article relative to Covid19. Reading the article stimulated the safety and survival skills part of my feeble brain,
versus the passionate urge to just fly and forget about everything else. The contest was almost canceled.
However Chuck P. and Don D. threw out a lifeline to our club to run the Marion contest, and they made it
happen. They really stepped up to the plate for us.
I heard there was plenty of thermal activity on Sunday. Some flyers had planes sucked up in thermals, and
they were just gone, like Tim Pivonka. And others chased their planes for a couple miles, like Chuck Powell,
whose P30 flew over 2 miles up to the old Pizza Hut building on highway 56. He found his P30 but had to flip a
coin with Marty Kline over 1st place for the event.
Here are some comments I captured from our contestants emails:
Comments from Chuck Powell: I think a good time was had by all!! Dave Wiebe did great at his
first contest!
Chuck
Comments from Suman Saripalli: It was great to see everyone at Marion! I had a great day of flying and
good camaraderie! The funniest comment I heard yesterday, by the gentleman flying power, as his plane came
apart in the air, and the shredded wing half was fluttering down, "I'm going to HAVE to fix that dihedral now!"
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Comments from Deloach:
Jeff, Thank you for your hard work in managing the contest! You were definitely missed! It was a great
success, almost entirely due to the efforts of Chuck and Linda Powell. They did about 95% of the work
including shopping for food and arranging an outstanding cookout on Saturday night!
Comments from Tim Pivonka: My P-30 maxed and flew OOS on the first flight. My HLG got run over by a
chase bike. My Cessna CR-32 flew great, but lost to Chuck (by 4 seconds), and lost to Deloach by a lot.
Gretchen provided lunch both days. We would like to thank her for doing this for us. Thanks Gretchen!
I would truly like to thanks to everyone who competed in the HAFFA Marion Contest. I would like to thank
Chuck P. and Don D. for coordinating all this with me over the last week, and, as I have said before, throwing
out a lifeline to run the Marion contest for our club. We can put this year 2020 behind us and look towards
2021. Believe me, I really missed you all!
Jeff Renz
HAFFA CD.

Mike Basta with his winning Skybunny

Scott and Alex Baird – Alex a future modeler?
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Charlie Taylor at picnic with a Prairie Bird

Paul Morganroth at picnic – electric powered RC Big! Korda

Don Deloach receiving the 2020 Marion Cup – I think he has a wall full of these!
Following is the plan for the month, the “Drifter”. This is an 11 in WS HLG from MAN that was deemed suitable for both
indoor and outdoor flying. Dave Higgins, ex. Boeing aero engineer swears this is a great glider! Easy to build & fly!
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